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EVALUATION OF A BALANCED 300-MB HEIGHT ANALYSIS AS 
A REFERENCE LEVEL FOR SATELLITE-DERIVED SOUNDINGS

Albert Thomasell, Jr.
Meteorological Satellite Laboratory 

National Environmental Satellite Service 
NQAA, Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT. A technique is developed and evaluated for 
using wind observations through application of the 
balance equation to improve the accuracy of objective 
height analysis in regions between height observations 
to provide reliable reference heights for satellite 
derived soundings. At upper levels (near 300 mb), 
numerous aircraft winds and satellite observed cloud 
vector winds are available for this purpose. In 
regions of moderate size, where the height analysis 
is determined primarily by winds and where the winds 
are deemed sufficiently dense and accurate, the 
technique produces interpolated height values with an 
estimated rms error of 30 m or less 80 to 85% of the 
time. Where these conditions are met it is concluded 
that the technique provides reliable reference heights.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

To obtain height profiles from satellite measured radiances, it is neces
sary to specify the height accurately at some arbitrary reference level 
(Smith, Woolf, and Fleming, 1972). These reference heights are usually 
obtained from an analysis at some specified constant pressure level: where
observations are plentiful, there is no particular problem in obtaining a 
height analysis that is accurate within the noise limit of the data. In 
regions devoid of height observations, however, values must be interpolated 
to obtain a continuous analysis. In such regions, wind observations may be 
used in the interpolation process by the use of any one of several wind- 
height relationships.

It is the goal of this study to develop a technique that makes full use 
of wind observations for height interpolation in the analysis, and to eval
uate the accuracy of such values with regard to their suitability as 
reference heights. The objective analysis technique developed and tested 
here uses the wind-height approximation embodied in the balance equation 
(e.g., Haltiner and Martin, 1957) to incorporate winds into the analysis of 
height. The technique was applied to data at the 300-mb level to exploit the 
normally abundant aircraft winds that are available at or near this level in 
otherwise data sparse regions over the oceans. The study was motivated 
primarily by the availability of these winds and the expected increase in 
high level satellite derived winds. Calculations performed on the polar 
stereographic grid provide an analysis for most of the Northern Hemisphere.
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The basic technique used is the Conditional Relaxation Analysis Method 
(CRAM) (Thomasell and Welsh, 1963). Observations are used to define inter
nal boundary point values on the grid, and then values interpolated for all 
nonboundary points require that the interpolated values satisfy the solution 
of a Poisson equation. The forcing function, the right-hand side of the 
Poisson equation, determines the shape of the resulting analysis at non
boundary points, and is calculated from whatever information is available for 
the problem at hand. The magnitude of the analyzed values is determined by 
peripheral boundary conditions and internal boundary values. The method thus 
permits nonlinear interpolation among data points accurate to the extent that 
the forcing function defines the true shape of the field.

The balance equation, written as a Poisson equation in height, has been 
used by Phillips (1959), Rosenthal (I960), and Endlich, Mancuso and 
Shigeishi (1971) to obtain height fields from wind fields, primarily in the 
tropics where direct height observations tend to be inadequate for accurate 
analysis. These investigators have shown that for an area comprising most 
of the United States, where data are dense and relatively consistent, the 
balance equation produces a height field that differs from a conventional 
height analysis by approximately 15 to 30 meters rms. Rosenthal (1960) 
showed that the largest differences tended to occur in low center where the 
balanced heights were too high. In general, however, there was quite good 
agreement between the shapes of the balanced and the conventional height 
analyses. Because of its ability to define shape well in regions where 
winds are plentiful, the balance equation is used in CRAM to calculate the 
required forcing function from winds for interpolation among height observa
tions.

Here, the use of the balance equation differs from that used by the above 
investigators in two important aspects. First, the analysis area is much 
larger; it covers most of the Northern Hemisphere, rather than just the 
United States. Second, the concept of internal boundary points defined by 
the height observations is introduced to limit the size of regions requiring 
interpolation.

The balanced forcing function used for the height analysis is evaluated 
from a wind analysis. In the CRAM technique, wind is analyzed by components 
where the first guess is a geostrophic wind field with ageostrophic correc
tions obtained from a first-guess height field. Edited wind observations 
define internal boundary points and the Laplacian of the wind first guess 
comprises the forcing function. It is solely in the definition of the wind 
analysis that wind observations influence the subsequent height analysis.

For each case on which the analysis method was tested, two different CRAM 
height analyses were produced. One, the balanced-height analysis, was con
structed entirely from the balanced forcing function and peripheral boundary 
conditions. This corresponds to the type of analysis produced by the above- 
mentioned investigators. The other, the final analysis, uses the same 
balanced forcing function, plus internal boundary values defined by observed 
heights. In both analyses, regions between boundary values contain inter
polated heights that conform to the balance equation. These interpolated 
heights may ultimately serve as reference heights for satellite derived
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soundings, so their accuracy is of prime concern, a priori one may assume this accuracy is a function of region size between Boundary points, thus, 
the final analysis would be the better of the two. The basic reason for 
calculating the balanced-height analysis is to provide, where possible, 
direct measurements of the accuracy of balanced interpolated heights, using 
independent height observations, for a limited range of region size and wind 
quality. These measurements are then used to infer the accuracy in regions 
of the final analysis where no height observations are available.

2.0 THE ANALYSIS METHOD

2.1 Height Analysis
CRAM requires that the analysis of height Z at non-boundary points 

satisfy the Poisson equation
V2Z = F, Cl)

where F is a forcing function that defines the shape of the Z field. 
To incorporate the balanced wind law into the analysis, we use the 
balanced forcing function for the polar stereographic grid (Deutscher 
Wetterdienst 1960) given by

F - 5 - S (VxVf) • k - -m J(V,U)
g g g

1 2 K 2 2- - VK " Vm - - V m
g g

- I rv ™ - u % ^
g 3y 3y 3x
1 m 3V 3U 8m2

- § & & ' V 5x> 3y ’

C2)

where 6 is the reference grid increment (381 km), m is the local map 
factor, f is_£he coriolis parameter, and g is the acceleration of gravity. 
The vector V and its components U and V are scaled winds (Stackpole 1969) 
and are the true winds divided by the local map factor. The other symbols 
of (2) are defined by

r - sy ay
Q " 3x ' 3y»

3x 3y 3y 3x

U2 + V2 .
K = 2
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Equation 2 shows that F is a function only of the wind field and latitude.
Equation 1 is here solved by the implicit alternating-direction relaxation 

method, described by Mancuso (1967), which iterates on complete rows and col
umns rather than point by point. The method is applied with normal derivative 
boundary conditions obtained from the NMC operational 300-mb height analysis.

For the final analysis, those observations of height which define internal 
boundary points are not permitted to change value during the relaxation solu
tion of (1). Since observations normally do not coincide with gridpoints, 
their information must in some way be translated to gridpoints for subsequent 
use in the analysis technique. In this study, a value from the first-guess 
field is interpolated at the location of the observation and the difference 
between the observation and the interpolated first guess value is added to 
the first guess at the nearest gridpoint. If more than one observation 
affects a gridpoint, an average difference is used to define the internal 
boundary value. The relaxation procedure forces the remaining gridpoints to 
assume values dictated by the forcing function, the internal boundary values, 
and the peripheral boundary conditions. To eliminate small scale irregulari
ties, a mild smoothing filter is applied to the analysis as a final step.

2.2 Wind Analysis

In wind analysis, each component is analyzed separately. A first-guess 
field is obtained for each wind component by calculating a geostrophic wind 
field from a moderately smoothed version of the NMC height analysis. Smooth
ing was found necessary to suppress spurious, large geostrophic winds at low 
latitudes. Smoothing also has the deleterious effect of attenuating small 
scale features and of reducing the height gradient, and, hence, the geo
strophic wind speed throughout the analysis area. The geostrophic wind field 
is modified to include ageostrophic corrections as outlined by Amason, et al, (1962).

Each wind component is analyzed by the CRAM method in which the forcing 
function is defined as the Laplacian of the modified first-guess field. All 
available edited wind observations are used to define internal boundary 
values, and the Poisson equation is solved by relaxation with fixed periph
eral and internal boundary values. As a final step, the wind analysis is 
smoothed lightly with a filter (Thomasell et aU 1966) to remove small scale 
irregularities.

For one series of tests, the analyzed winds were used in unmodified form 
to calculate F in equation (1). These winds are later referred to as 
divergent winds. In another series, the winds were made non-divergent by 
Endlich's (1967) method of altering wind fields.

2.3 Data Error Checking

Because the NMC analysis, itself the product of a comprehensive error 
checking procedure, is readily available, it is used as the basis for de
tecting errors in both the height and wind observations used in this study.
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Height error checking is simple. If a height observation differs from the 
NMC analysis by more than 100 meters, it is discarded. With this discard 
limit, surviving heights agree with the NMC analysis within 30 meters rms.

Wind vectors are checked by comparing them with geostrophic wind vectors 
interpolated from the NMC analysis at the locations of the wind observations. 
The error detection method is essentially the same as that devised by 
Endlich et . Let represent the larger of the two wind
vectors and V , the smaller, Then the ratio of the dot product of the two 
vectors to _£he icjuare of the larger wind speed ,

R =
Vs * VL _ |VS|

Cos 0,
|vl|2 |vl|

provides a useful decision index for error checking. The angle between the 
two winds is given by 0. The ratio R expresses the projection of the smaller 
vector on the larger vector as a percentage of Jfhe larger wind speed. The 
maximum value of R is +1, which results when Vs and are identical.^ When the vectors are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, (0=180°), 
a minimum value R=-l is obtained. Orthogonal vectors produce R=0. An 
observed wind vector is discarded if

where R. is a parameter that controls the maximuj angular departure 0 and 
the maximum difference in wind speed for a given Vt • In practice, this 
method of wind error checking and, in particular, the value R^n =0.3 
appears to be satisfactory.

2.4 Aircraft Wind Editing
The observations used in the wind analyses are synoptic rawinsonde and 

bogus winds at 300 mb, and aircraft winds that are usually both asynoptic 
and off-level. The raw aircraft winds generally present a chaotic picture 
and require some editing and modification.

First, the aircraft winds are screened and all observations outside the 
altitude interval 25,000 ft to 38,000 ft and the time interval +_6 hours 
from map time are discarded. Then, the aircraft winds are made quasi
synoptic by advecting them in a smooth steering flow--forward for early 
data and backward for late data--for a distance proportional to the steering 
flow and the age of the report. Large-scale steering flows have been de
scribed by Thomasell and Welsh (1968) and Nagle and Hayden (1971). Wie 
steering flow used here was obtained by smoothing the first guess height 
field to eliminate features of synoptic scale and smaller.

After the aircraft winds are edited and modified, they are subjected to 
the wind error checking method described in the previous section.
Figure la, for January 18, 1970 at 0000 GMT, shows a typical set of un

edited winds available for analysis at the 300-nib level. The larger barbs 
represent rawinsonde and bogus winds; the smaller barbs, found only over ocean 
regions, are aircraft winds. Figure lb shows the same set of winds after
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editing. A careful inspection of these figures reveals a significant im
provement in the spatial coherence of the winds after editing and error 
checking, especially among the aircraft winds.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Details of the Experiment

The balance equation, written as a Poisson equation in height, provides a 
mechanism for incorporating winds into the analysis of pressure height 
through the medium of the CRAM analysis technique. Test results of the 
method applied to 300-mb data are presented and evaluated here. The 300-mb 
level was chosen because of the abundance of aircraft winds in otherwise 
data sparse regions.
The analyses resulting from these tests were evaluated by comparing them 

with the NMC operational 300-mb height analysis, and with observed radio- 
sone height values within selected subsections of the analysis area. Com
parisons with the NMC analysis presented in graphical and numerical form 
for one case, January 18, 1970, at 0000 GMT show the NMC analysis, the CRAM 
analysis, and the difference field representing the CRAM analysis minus the 
NMC analysis. The numerical comparisons shown in tabular form give the 
mean, root-mean-square, and standard deviation of the difference between 
the two analyses averaged over the entire analysis area. Although the NMC 
analysis probably represents the state-of-the-art in analysis, it should 
not be construed as representing the absolute truth throughout the analysis 
area. These comparisons merely point out the differences between the two 
analysis techniques.

Comparisons between CRAM analyses and observed heights are calculated for 
each of the three subareas shown in figure 2. The results presented in 
tables 1 and 2 show the number of observations and the mean, root-mean- square, and standard deviation of the difference parameter (defined as the 
CRAM analysis minus observed height). The central area statistics give a 
measure of overall performance and show whatever large scale biases exist.
The United States and Europe statistics are representative of analysis per- 
foimance on the synoptic scale; both represent regions of dense observations 
of height and wind. For the balanced height analyses, (table 1), in which 
no observed heights were used, the statistics give a true measure of the 
analysis accuracy within the noise limitations of the data and the grid 
interpolation process. For the final analysis, (table 2), the statistics 
merely indicate how closely the analysis technique forced the analysis to fit 
the data; in this sense, they give a measure of the data noise. It is of 
primary importance here to evaluate the accuracy of the interpolated height 
analysis in regions between height observations where winds are available. 
Subjective estimates of this accuracy were inferred from the balanced-height 
verification statistics.

Two series of analyses were calculated for each test case. A series con
sisted of constructing a wind analysis, evaluating a balanced forcing
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Figure 2.--Analysis evaluation areas.
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function, and then producing a balanced height analysis and a final height 
analysis. Data for each test case consisted of error-checked rawinsonde 
observations of 300-mb heights and winds, bogus heights and winds, and 
edited aircraft winds. The NMC 300-mb analysis was used for the first-guess 
height field. For the first series, the wind analysis used for evaluating 
the balanced forcing function was made nondivergent. Endlich’s method 
(1967) for altering the properties of wind fields was used for this purpose. 
The use of a nondivergent wind field resulted in a marked negative bias in 
the balanced height analysis in comparison with both the NMC analysis and 
the observed heights. A second series of analyses was subsequently calcu
lated in which the original, unaltered, divergent wind field was used for 
calculating the balanced forcing function. This shift to a divergent wind 
analysis in most cases effected a marked decrease in the negative bias of 
the balanced height analysis.

3.2 Evaluation of the Balanced Height 
Analyses With Observed Heights

The experimental results of comparing the balanced height analyses with 
observed heights for three cases are summarized in table 1. Some of the 
more important points to be drawn from table 1 are illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that, in the central verification area, a region that 
encompasses most of the variability in the height field in the Northern 
Hemisphere, all the maps exhibit a negative mean error, i.e., the balanced 
height analysis in this area tends toward lower than observed heights.
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Table 1.--Verification statistics for balanced-height analysis 
observed height.

Case
Verification

area

Non-divergent wind 
No. of analysis errors (m) 
height 
obs. mean rms a p 

Divergent wind 
analysis errors (m)

mean rms <?E

1/18/70 United States 27 -15.9 25.9 20.5 19.1 27.4 19.6
OOZ Europe 54 -94.6 102.0 38.1 -69.7 80.4 40.1

Central area 402 -59.6 84.9 60.4 -30.1 66.7 59.5

3/27/71 United States 27 -48.2 51.2 17.3 - 2.4 19.8 19.7
12Z Europe 56 -81.4 91.0 40.8 - 6.3 42.4 41.9

Central area 425 -48.9 66.6 45.2 - 2.5 41.4 41.3

6/15/72 United States 22 -69.4 82.3 44.3 -68.5 81.9 44.7
12Z Europe 34 -23.7 42.1 34.8 22.5 40.8 34.1

Central area 257 -56.7 86.3 65.0 -33.6 77.0 69.3

Because the mean error of the entire balanced height analysis is forced 
to be zero by the relaxation procedure, the peripheral region outside the 
central area should have a compensating positive mean error. This implies 
that on the average the overall large scale error field of the balanced 
height analysis tends to be bowl-shaped with a maximum negative value near 
the north pole. Of course, an organized large-scale error field such as 
this is highly undesirable; the mean error over any reasonably-sized area 
of the map should be zero or close to zero. The first series of balanced 
height analyses was constructed with nondivergent winds; it was at this 
point that the nature of the error field was first noticed. In an attempt 
to eliminate the organized error field, a second series of analyses was 
constructed with divergent winds. Figure 3 shows that the divergent winds 
effected substantial reduction in the mean error, but did not eliminate the 
negative bias.

The divergent case for 27 March 1971 shows remarkable improvement with 
near-zero mean error; however, the other two cases, for 15 June 1972 and 
18 January 1970, although improved, still show an unacceptable mean error
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Table 2.--Verification statistics for final analysis minus observed height.

Case
Verification

area
No. of 
height 
obs.

Non-divergent wind 
analysis errors (m)

mean rms

Divergent wind 
analysis errors Cm)

mean rms

1/18/70 United States 27 -0.3 15.4 15.4 -0.2 15.4 15.4

OOZ Europe 54 0.5 22.9 22.9 0.4 23.0 22.9

Central area 402 -0.1 24.1 24.1 -0.1 24.1 24.1

3/27/71 United States 27 -1.8 11.7 11.6 -1.8 11.7 11.6

12Z Europe 56 4.4 29.3 28.9 4.4 29.3 28.9

Central area 425 1.0 22.2 22.2 1.0 22.2 22.2

6/15/72 United States 22 -1.5 22.5 22.5 -1.5 22.6 22.6

12Z Europe 34 5.2 21.9 21.3 5.2 22.0 21.4

Central area 257 0.4 23.8 23.8 0.4 23.8 23.8

of approximately -30 meters. The reason for this large scale negative bias 
is believed to be related to incomplete compensation for the cyclonic cur
vature of the polar vortex with respect to the balanced wind law implicit 
in the analysis technique. This results in a small but cumulative error 
directed toward the North Pole.

In Figure 3, the small United States and Europe verification areas show 
large fluctuations in mean error compared to the mean error of the central 
area. This implies that the mean error in small regions is strongly de
pendent upon synoptic scale phenomena. An examination of the maps presented 
later will show that mean errors with magnitudes toward the positive end of 
the mean error scale are generally associated with cyclonic curvature and 
large negative errors with anticyclonic curvature. Thus the amplitude of 
synoptic scales is systematically attenuated in the balanced height anal
ysis. Further, the relative error associated with synoptic scale features 
is essentially independent of the divergent character of the wind field.
This is indicated in table 1 by the very small differences in the standard 
deviation for a given verification area between a divergent and a non- 
divergent wind. The probable cause for most of the systematic loss of
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amplitude in synoptic scale features is excessive smoothing throughout the 
analysis process.

The overall error field of a balanced height analysis thus appears to have 
two primary components; one, a large-scale, more-or-less bowl-shaped field, 
and the other, a highly variable field correlated with synoptic scale curva
ture superimposed on the first.

In terms of the root-mean-square error (rms) shown in table 1, the 
balanced height analyses vary greatly in accuracy from one area to another 
within a given map and also from one map to another. The central area, with 
the exception of the divergent case for 27 March 1971, has a relatively 
large rms error. The rms error in the United States and Europe alternate 
between relatively good values and quite poor values. This high variability 
in accuracy, coupled with the persistent negative bias described above, 
clearly indicates that on a hemispheric scale the balanced height analysis, 
without some modification, does not provide a consistent, reasonably accu
rate representation of the 300-mb height field.

The standard deviation (a) of the balanced height analysis, is a measure 
of the accuracy of the shape of the analysis field, since it represents the 
error with the bias removed. For the three cases given in table 1, this 
accuracy tends strongly to be inversely proportional to the size of the 
verification area. For a region the size of the central area, the error is 
usually unacceptably large. This dependence of analysis accuracy on region 
size is used extensively in the next evaluation.

3.3 Evaluation of the Final Analysis With Observed Heights

Evaluation of the final analysis is a two-step process. In the first step, 
a simple comparison is made between the final analysis and the height 
observations used in its construction. In the second step, an attempt is 
made to estimate the error of interpolated height values in regions between 
observed heights. For this purpose, extensive use is made of the results 
obtained in evaluating the balanced height analyses.

Table 2 gives the results of the first step for three cases in terms of 
the mean, the root-mean-square, and the standard deviation of the measured 
difference between the final analysis and height observations within each 
of the three verification areas. The standard deviations in this table are 
a measure of how closely the observations were forced to fit the final 
analysis. (It should be noted that these standard deviations are almost 
equivalently the rms values since the mean differences are quite small.)
In the dense data areas, Europe and the United States, it is assumed that 
the final analysis is error-free insofar as the scales resolved on the 
analysis grid are concerned. Thus the standard deviation for these areas 
is a measure of the data noise level. This quantity, denoted by o^, is used 
in the subsequent evaluation.

In the final analysis, the regions of interpolated heights ape, in 
reality, balanced height analyses with fixed boundary values defined by 
height observations. Region size is highly variable and depends upon the
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spatial distribution of the observations. In the smaller regions, the 
boundary values, for all practical purposes, eliminate bias in the inter
polated heights. This fact makes it possible to estimate the error of the 
interpolated heights from the balanced height analysis results described in 
the previous section through the concept of equivalent regions.

An equivalent region in the final analysis is a region devoid of height 
observations in which the interpolated heights have zero bias. In addition 
it must approximately resemble one of the verification areas for which 
balanced height measurements are available (the United States or Europe), 
with respect to region size and quality and distribution of winds contained 
within the region.

Because most of the factors that determine the interpolated analysis in 
an equivalent region must be identical to those that determine the balanced 
height analysis in the United States or Europe areas, the two types of 
analyses should have similar errors. The standard deviation statistic for 
balanced height analyses, as given in table 1, meets the requirement for 
zero bias and provides the desired estimate of the interpolated analysis 
error in the equivalent regions of the final analysis. This statistic, 
called the balanced height error, is given the symbol op, where the sub
script E refers to the fact that the height data used for evaluating the 
statistic contain random errors or noise.
A third statistic, the true error ap, which is useful for the evaluation 

of interpolation error in the final analysis may be calculated from data 
noise cN and balanced height error op. The true error ay represents the 
analysis error in an interpolation region as measured by error-free height 
data. The true error has the property of being independent of height data 
noise; its variations within a fixed region reflect variations in the 
accuracy and distribution of wind observations and variations due to 
limitations of the balanced wind law in coping with circulation patterns 
with marked curvature. The true error is calculated by

7 2 2°T = ojy - ay ,
under the assumption that the true analysis error at a data point is 
uncorrelated with the data noise there. A useful interpretation of ap 
is that, within an equivalent region, it represents the difference between 
a balanced height analysis with zero bias and an analysis (assumed perfect) 
constructed from a dense network of height observations. In this sense, ap 
is directly comparable to the verification statistic used by Phillips 
(1959), Rosenthal (1960), and Endlich et at. (1971) for evaluating their 
balanced height analyses.

Tables 1 and 2 give values of ay and op for three separate cases for the 
Europe and the United States verification areas. It is evident from these 
tables that both ay and ap undergo significant changes from case to case 
and from one area to another. To help describe this variability with greater 
certainty, values of ay, ap, and op were calculated for 28 cases. Their 
frequency distributions, for 5-meter intervals, are given in table 3 for the 
United States and Europe areas. Table 3 shows that the distributions for
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Table 3.--Frequency distribution of the verification parameters op, a-p, 
and cr^ obtained from 28 cases

Value of o
parameter
(5-m intervals)

Frequency 

United States

of occurrence (!)

Eurone

aE Op ctn aE Op °N

0 
5.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

4.9
9.9

14.9
19.9
24.9

0.0
0.0
3.6

10.7
32.1

0.0
7.1

10.7
39.3
10.7

0.0
0.0

46.4
42.9
10.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.1

0.0
0.0
3.6

17.9
32.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

46.4
5.0

25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

29.9
34.9
39.9
44.9
49.9

28.6
10.7
7.1
3.6
3.6

17.9
7.1
3.6
0.0
3.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

17.9
42.9
3.6

25.0
3.6

17.9
10.7
14.3

0
3.6

3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 4.--Mean and standard deviation (a) of the verification 
parameters Og, c-p, and obtained from 28 cases

Verification 
parameters

Verification area

United States Europe

Mean 0 Mean a
Cm) Cm) Cm) Cm)

aE 26.9 8.0 34.0 6.4

21.3 8.6 26.7 7.4

aN 15.8 3.2 20.5 2.4
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og and or are not gaussian, but, rather, are skewed with peak frequencies 
tending toward the lower values. The means and standard deviations of the 
three verification parameters qg, cp, and for the United States and 
Europe verification areas are given in table 4.

Data noise, on, is seen in tables 3 and 4 to be greater in Europe than in 
the United States; however, in both areas the values of noise are restric
ted to a relatively narrow range. For the United States area, about 90% of 
the noise values lie in the range 10 to 20 meters; in Europe, over 95% of 
the noise values are in the range 15 to 25 meters. The mean noise level in 
the United States area is 15.8 meters and in Europe is 20.5 meters. The 
greater noise level in the Europe area may be attributed to the use there 
of a relatively large number of different types of radiosonde instruments.

Whether erg or ay is chosen as a measure of interpolation error in equiv
alent regions of the final analysis, it is apparent from the wide distri
bution of these parameters in tables 3 and 4 that no single value is 
representative of the interpolation error. The error may be meaningfully 
expressed only in terms of a probability statement. Toward this end, esti
mated probability distribution functions constructed from the data in table 
3 are presented in figure 4. Each function gives the probability that o, 
now treated as a continuous random variable, wall be equal to or less than 
some prescribed value Functions are given for cry and og for the
Europe and United States verification areas. By coincidence, the functions 
for erg in the United States and for ay in Europe were so nearly alike that 
they are given as a single curve in figure 4.

UNITED' 
STATES L f°E f E 

UNITED / EUROPE 

STATES/5 0.6

EUROPE

cr (meters)

Figure 4.--Estimated probability distribution functions for a-p and Op 
for Europe and the United States.
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The aT function for the Europe area for most probability levels is 
roughly only 5 meters larger than that for the United States and one half 
the difference between the corresponding op functions. Thus, cf-j* is some
what more independent of area than Cg. The slightly lower values of c-p 
for the United States area, compared with those for Europe, may be mainly 
ascribed to the smaller size of the United States area, although some of the 
difference may be due to slightly more accurate or consistent winds in the 
United States.

The large range of values associated with op and op within a given veri
fication area is directly related to two factors, wind quality and intensity 
of curvature in the height field. The high values of a are associated with 
wind sets of inferior quality, marked curvature, or both, and the low values 
with unusually good wind sets or smooth height contours with little curvature.

The practical determination of equivalent regions is made difficult by the 
lack of reliable measures of wind accuracy. For this study they were estab
lished by subjective comparisons of wind sets. The equivalent regions, of 
course, may occur at any locations throughout the analysis area where the 
required conditions are met. On the other hand, no estimate of the inter
polation error can be made for the final analysis where the region is too 
large or where the wind data are insufficient.

Figure 5.--Zones A and B containing equivalent interpolation regions for
which estimated probability distribution functions op are given 
in figure 6. Asterisks indicate the locations of radiosonde 
stations from which height observations are normally available.
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Figure 5 shows two different zones within which it was deemed possible to 
estimate interpolation error; within each of these are a number of individual 
interpolation regions that, subjectively, are judged to be approximately 
homogeneous. The asterisks in figure 5 indicate the locations of rawinsonde 
stations where height observations (used as internal boundary points) are normally available. The spaces between the height observations are the 
interpolation regions for which estimates of analysis error are desired. In 
the oceanic regions excluded from zones A and B in figure 5, in particular 
the large mid-Pacific area, there normally are not enough wind observations 
to qualify these areas as equivalent regions.

0.9 -

0.4 -

0.2 -

0.1 -

crT (meters)

Figure 6.--Estimated probability distribution functions for or for the 
interpolation regions in zones A and B shown in figure 5.
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Figure 6 shows estimated probability distribution functions for the param
eter Op for zones A and B. The interpolation regions in zone B were judged 
to be equivalent to the Europe area; the B curve in figure 6 is identical to 
the Europe area oT curve in figure 4. The interpolation regions in zone A, 
based on a trade-off between region size and wind quality, were judged to be 
slightly inferior to the United States area, primarily because of the con
sistently high wind quality available in the United States area. For lack 
of numerical measures of quality, the zone A curve in figure 6 was arbi
trarily placed midway between the United States area and the Europe area cp 
curves shown in figure 4. No error functions for Og are given in figure 4 
because this parameter is data-noise dependent, and the geographical 
distribution of data noise is generally unknown.

Figure 6 shows a rather small difference in interpolation error between 
zones A and B; further, approximately 80 to 851 of the time op is less than 
30 meters. Experience with measured errors in Europe and the United States 
shows that errors less than 30 meters represent analyses in the good-to- 
excellent category. Errors between 30 and 40 meters rms represent marginal 
analyses, and errors greater than 40 meters rms represent poor analyses.
Thus, in this study for zones A and B, the interpolation error associated 
with aircraft winds and the balanced wind law is quite acceptable most of 
the time.

3.4 Comparison of the CRAM Analyses With the NMC Analysis

Numerical and graphical comparisons of the CRAM analyses with the NMC 
analysis are given here to illustrate to what degree the balanced height and 
final analyses agree with an accepted, widely used, standard analysis.

These comparisons with the NMC analysis substantiate the large scale bias 
and the large-amplitude, synoptic-scale difference (noted earlier in table 
1) that are present in the balanced height analyses. They also show the 
dramatic reduction of these differences effected by the final analysis. The 
synoptic scale difference patterns, which are mirrored in the final analysis, 
but with much smaller amplitude, show a systematic loss of amplitude of 
synoptic scale features in the balanced height analysis. Most significantly, 
the comparisons show that the final analysis, except for no-data regions, is 
virtually equivalent to the NMC analysis.

3.4.1 Numerical Comparison
Verification statistics for the balanced height analysis compared with the 

NMC analysis are presented in the upper half of table 5. These statistics 
are calculated for the entire analysis area. Here the mean error has little 
significance because the relaxation procedure for producing the balanced 
height analysis forces it to be small. With the exception of the relatively 
good divergent wind analysis case for 27 March 1971, the rms differences are 
seen to be quite large. In contrast, the final analysis comparisons with 
the NMC analysis, shown in the lower half of Table 5, indicate markedly 
smaller rms differences, map for map,
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Table 5-Hemispheric comparison of balanced-height and final analyses with 
the NMC analysis

Analysis
comparison

Case
Non-divergent wind 

analysis errors (meters)

Mean rms a

divergent wind
analysis errors (meters)

Mean rms a

Balanced-height 
analysis minus 
NMC analysis

18 Jan 
1970 
OOZ

27 Mar 
1971 

-3.3 60.8 60.7

-3.0 57.0 56.9

-1.8 57.1 57.0

-1.1 41.8 41.8
12Z

15 Jun 
1972 

-2.7 77.8 77.8 -1.5 81.8 81.8
12Z

Final height 
analysis minus 
NMC analysis

18 Jan 
1970 
OOZ

27 Mar 
1971 

7.6 31.5 30.6

12.5 33.6 31.1

0.1 28.5 28.5

6.2 32.1 31.5
12Z

15 Jun 
1972 

7.5 45.6 44.9 2.0 49.0 49.0
12Z
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Figure 7.--The NMC 300-nib analysis for 18 January 1970, 0000 GMT.

3.4.2 Graphical comparison
The NMC 300-mb analysis for 18 January 1970, a typical case, is shown in 

figure 7. The measured winds available for this case are plotted in figure 
la (section 2.4) and the corresponding edited winds, in figure lb. A con
spicuous gap in wind coverage is apparent in the Pacific south of Alaska. 
This gap coincides with an elongated trough and ridge system in the NMC 
analysis. The balanced height analysis with divergent winds (fig. 8a) 
completely fails to define this system, presumably because of the lack of 
data. Outwardly, figure 8a resembles the NMC analysis, but suffers from an 
overall loss of smaller scale detail.
The difference field between the divergent-wind, balanced-height analysis 

and the NMC analysis is shown in figure 8b. Here, a pronounced negative 
bias is apparent, especially over Europe, Africa, Asia, and the western 
Pacific. Synoptic scale patterns in the difference field with values in the 
range + 200 meters are associated with a systematic and substantial erosion 
of wave amplitude in figure 8a. Figures 9a and 9b show similar results or 
the nondivergent wind case, but display a larger overall negative bias m 
mid and upper latitudes.
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a Balanced height analysis b. Balanced height analysis minus the

NMC analysis

c. Final analysis d. Final analysis minus the NMC analysis

SJssiriSSi

MNMtKgiMi!
im

siteM$£pBf^mSSSiIfififiiKiiVi
mss
wmm

m^messhm^k
;s rwSSSSf/

Figure 8.--CRAM analyses and their comparisons with the NMC analysis for 
18 January 1970, 0000 GMT. Divergent wind case.
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b. Balanced height analysis minus the 

NMC analysis
a. Balanced height analysis
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d. Final analysis minus the NMC analysis
c. Final analysis
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Fieure 9 -CRAM analyses and their comparisons with the NMC analysis for 
F m . 1^Aijanuar^ 1970, 0000 GMT. Nondivergent wind case.
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diArergent version of the final analysis for this date is given in fig-
r^e-.j r TiS very clo?ely resembles the NMC analysis. The difference 
field for the final analysis, shown in figure 8d, compared with that for the 
balanced height analysis has markedly lower values, generally in the range + 
50 meters. One region of large difference values occurs near the North ~ 
poie where no observations of any kind are available. The remaining pattern 

values is seen to be correlated with ridges and troughs as in 
??!re<* heiSht.analysis, but the amplitudes are much lower. Figures 9c 

and 9d illustrate final analysis maps for the nondivergent wind case and are 
seen to be essentially identical to their counterparts in figures 8c and 8d. 
From these results we may conclude that the divergent property of the wind 
field is important only in very large interpolation regions; for smaller 
interpolation regions normally found in the final analysis it is negligible.

°f™St importance here is the finding that the final CRAM analysis and 
the NMC analysis are virtually equivalent. No claim of superiority can be 
made for either technique. However, this study has made it possible to 
evaluate the accuracy of the final CRAM analysis and, equivalently the NMC 
analysis, m regions of interpolated heights influenced by wind reports. 
+r°oraA Tefu^ts section 3.3, we may state that most of the time (80 
to 85^) either analysis technique will provide reliable reference level 
height values in these interpolation regions.

4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An accurate height analysis is required to provide a reference level for 

the recovery of height soundings from satellite measurements of radiance, 
lo this end, an objective analysis technique for analyzing pressure height 
has been developed to make full use of winds through the wind law embodied 
in the balance equation. The technique was applied to data at the 300-mb 
level where many aircraft winds are normally available in otherwise data 
void regions along standard air routes over the oceans.

Evaluation of the technique shows that the analysis accuracy is very 
dependent upon the size of the region within which height values are deter
mined solely from winds and peripheral observations of height. Over a 
hemisphere, the analysis is quite unacceptable. For regions the size of 
the United States or smaller, bounded by some height observations and con
taining winds at least of the quality of edited aircraft winds, the analysis 
accuracy is characterized by rms errors of 30 meters or less about 851 of 
the time. Regional analyses with these error characteristics are judged 
to be good to excellent. Analyses of this quality generally may be achieved 
over most of the North Atlantic Ocean because of the relatively dense network 
o± radiosonde stations and numerous aircraft winds. Over the North Pacific 
Ocean, quality regional analyses are more difficult to achieve because of 
the sparse network of radiosonde stations and the distribution of aircraft 
winds with respect to those stations. In particular, there is a large 
region in the mid-Pacific south of Alaska of questionable quality because of 
the general lack of wind and height observations.

shows that the best analyses using the balance equation 
and all available winds and radiosonde data are essentially identical to the
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operational NMC analysis. It is impossible to state which type of analysis 
is superior. This study, however, has provided new estimates of the 
expected error of regional analyses.

It is concluded that the 300-nib height analysis, with the exceptions noted 
above, would provide a reliable reference level specification for the re 
trieval of satellite-derived vertical height profiles.
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